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Abstract:

Siddique Salik is an eminent member in the group of

military writers.He has more than one references of fame

in the world of Urdu Literature. He is one of the main

humourists and well read novelists of modern times. He is

also an important personality of journalismHe hasserved

in the department of Education, Ministry of Information

and broadcasting and Pakistan Army.                 

''HAMA YARAN DOZAKH''is his first literary creation .It

is a biography of a war prisoner. This tragic and

catastrophic story has a pleasent, fluent and apealing

style.The point of order is that the reader gets involved in

the story to the extent that he/ she reads with tears in the

eyes, pain in the heart agony of the soul.The writer has

achieved a status in Urdu literature with his first book

,that most writers have failed to achieve till date. 
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